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INTRODUCTION
Autonomously powered rapid
deployment surveillance
system that allows the
addition of multiple security
cameras, accessories and solar
arrays to meet the demands of
your applications.
Our Solar Surveillance Trailers are designed for
rapid installation, and it can easily be moved as
your surveillance applications change. It is an ideal
surveillance solution for locations without any fixed
infrastructure for power or video transmission.
Features and Benefits
•

Rapid deployment mobile surveillance trailer

•

Add to your own security monitoring

•

Built-in power system

•

Silent operation

•

Events notify on duty agents 24/7

•

NDAA compliant

•

4G LTE live and recorded video

•

20-foot tower - covers 360 degrees

•

Rapid install

•

Hardware and software support

•

Multiple remote connectivity options

•

No geographical restrictions

•

LPR Technology enabled

•

Thermal Imaging available

•

2-way Audio

•

Lights and Sierens
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“

Kidon Security
provides the most
competitive data
packages and
leasing packages in
Michigan”
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ABOUT US

KIDON SECURITY
Who are we?
While we started from the humble beginnings of

Our security solutions are
backed by our expertise,
products and warranty.

a one man locksmith business, we quickly saw a
gap in quality security services that we felt that we

We guarantee that our quotes and estimates will

could fill. We worked hard to develop and maintain a

not be beat on price or warranty support for similar

standard of quality products and cost-effectiveness

products. We understand your business is a priority

that now is unmatched in the industry. While we have

and typically are able to respond to quotes same day.

come a long way from where we started our values

Because your security is important to us (depending

as a family owned and operated business remains

on job size and products) we can even do next

the same. We pride ourselves on warranty, cost, and

day installs. We also provide outstanding monthly

our personable knowledgeable staff. Kidon is now

maintenance and monitoring to keep your home

partnered with a veteran 25 year police officer.

or business safe.

Security
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OUR STRATEGY
Our state-of-the-art security systems
help safeguard your most valuable
assets. Your security is our priority,
and as the best choice for custom
surveillance plans based on your
sites needs, we only install bestin-class technology for our clients.

Every Kidon Security product
is backed by a comprehensive
wrap-around service that includes
connectivity, technical support,
training, commissioning support
and extended warranties.

Software support and

Full time live video event

analytics that ensures you

monitoring and support.

are always monitoring.

A brand you can trust with

No matter the size project

24 hour customer service

We have a solution to fit

support

your budget

Graphic Design & Inf rastructure
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CATALOG
KIDON SURVAILENCE TRAILERS
Kidons market-leading mobile
video surveillance systems
have been developed with its
customers in mind.
Whether you are a law enforcement agency looking
to prevent and investigate crime, a construction site
looking for a security solution or you have a commercial
parking lot that requires video surveillance, contact

“

If your sector is not
listed, contact Kidon at
586-457-6819 or email at
sales@KidonSecurity. com,

we will find a way to
help.”
Zack Ellis, CEO

us with your application and see how we can help.
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Managed Security for

Managed Security for

Construction Sites

Oil and Gas Sites

Construction sites attract a range of

Experts estimate that the cost of equipment

security and safety challenges, including

theft from Oil and Gas sites in the USA

the threat of vandalism, accidents and

alone to be over $1 billion. We are a perfect

theft of equipment and materials.

solution for remote isolated areas off grid.
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Government and City

Law Enforcement

Safety Surveilance

Mobile Surveillance

Rapid deployment surveillance cameras

Video surveillance cameras help Law

help combat illegal dumping, traffic

Enforcement agencies prevent and

violations, crime hotspots, vandalism,

investigate crime. Our 4G LTE enabled

business and parking lot crime.

cameras and surveillance trailers are
perfectly suited for the task.

Traffic and Highway

Vendor Event Video

Video Monitoring

Security

Video surveillance cameras are ideal for

Mobile surveillance solutions provide

monitoring and managing roads and

temporary security for major public events.

highways. Our cameras can be deployed

Our video systems can be utilized for various

at traffic signals, placed alongside busy

applications, including crowd management,

roads or at busy intersections.

public safety, traffic management, etc.
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CLIENT

FEEDBACK
Don’t just take our word for it our customers
appreciation speaks to our passion. We
can provide references upon request.
Our customers support and feedback has been an

80%
Higher chance of
recovery with video
monitoring

extremely rewarding part of our job. Being able to provide
services that have historically been out of reach for some
small projects or businesses puts us at a unique position
to fulfill an emerging market. Give us a call today to get
starting on your success story.
With LPR techonology we can

Proud Customers

not only identify who comes and
goes but capture license plate
information and facial recognition.

Herman Moore
Ex-Detroit Lion,
owner of Merit Mfg.

Rabbi Bergstein
Chabad of Michigan
Organizations

Gerald Byer
Senior National Sales
Director of Primarica
Insurance
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“Extremely cost
effective resource for
protecting property”

THANK
YOU
We would like to thank you for your interest and

are’t there to watch over them. By providing the best

consideration in Kidon Security for your project or

solution at the most affordable rates in Michigan

business needs. We strive to deliver best in class

we believe that you will agree with us that we are

service and peace of mind so that you the customer

the best in the business as many other customers

can rest assured that your assests are safe when you

already do. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Contact Us
Please feel free to reach out to us anytime to discuss
how our solutions can work for your business or project
needs. 586-457-6819 or Sales@KidonSecurity.com
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